The Statute of Frauds requires that certain contracts be signed. In this age of e-commerce exactly how does one "sign" a fax or an e-mail.
of sale, to be signed after your engineer's report. (What is the contact information for your attorney? Will you be making the purchase jointly? What is your present address?) "We look forward to continuing cordial relations regarding the sale of this very special home to you and your family.
With kind regards, Michael." 3 The Court indeed began its analysis of these facts under the Statute of Frauds but not on the grounds asserted by the defendant. It raised an issue which had not been mentioned by either party, i.e. while there was a writing covering the subject matter of the alleged contract, did this writing contain the required signature of the party to be charged? Did the appendage "(signed) "Michael" " at the end of his e-mail message constitute the defendant"s signature?
The Court reviewed the New York Court of Appeals decision in Parma Tile Mosaic & Marble Co. v. Estate of Short 4 for guidance. In Parma Tile the facts concerned a guaranty of payment recited in a fax transmission. The issue was whether the automatic imprinting by fax of the sender"s name at the top of each transmitted page satisfied the Statue of Frauds requirement that the certain documents be signed by the party to be charged. The sender had programmed the fax machine to automatically imprint the name of his company, a telephone number and other information at the top of each page as it was being transmitted so that this information appeared on the recipient"s fax copy and not on the originating document. The Court held that such an imprint did not constitute a signature as required by the Statute of Frauds because there was no affirmative act by the sender to authenticate that particular transmisison. The Court went on to find that the requisite intent to authenticate the writing was not present, particularly given the amendment of Section 5-701 of the General Obligations Law in 1994 to provide that: "the tangible written text produced by telex, telefacsimile, computer retrieval or other process by which electronic signals are transmitted by telephone or otherwise shall constitute a writing and any symbol executed or adopted by a party with the present intention to authenticate a writing shall constitute a signing".
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In Rosenfeld the Court applied this rationale in finding otherwise on the facts before it. Noting that the failure to satisfy the Statute of Frauds in Parma was not due to the correspondence being sent electronically but rather was due to the sender not adopting or authenticating that particular correspondence, the Court held that in the case before it "the sender's act of typing his name at the bottom of the e-mail manifested his intention to authenticate this transmission for Statute of Frauds purposes and the copy of the e-mail in question submitted as evidence by the defendant constitutes a sufficient demonstration of same". 7 The Court went on to find that the correspondence bwtween the parties did not sufficiently recite all of the essential terms of the agreement and on that basis ultimately dismissed plaintiff"s claim.
Other statutory provisions in New York and also on the federal level address the validity of electronic signatures in dealing with contract modifications governed by the Statute of Frauds. Under New York law, in order to be binding on the promisor any agreement that is not to be performed within one year from the making thereof must be in writing and signed by the party to be charged therewith or some person lawfully authorized by him. 8 When a contract is required by the Statute of Frauds to be in writing, any modification of the contract must also be in writing. 9 The enforceability of a contract or contract modification made through e-mail communications is governed by federal and state statutes. With regard to transactions in or affecting interstate commerce, the federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act ("E-SIGN"), 15 U.S.C. § § 7001 et seq., which became effective October 1, 2000, provides, in relevant part, that:
Notwithstanding any statute, regulation, or other rule of law . . ., with respect to any transaction in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce-(1) a signature, contract, or other record relating to such transaction may not be denied legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because it is in electronic form; and (2) a contract relating to such transaction may not be denied legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because an electronic signature or electronic record was used in its formation.
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The term "electronic" is defined in E-SIGN to mean "relating to technology having electrical, digital, magnetic, wireless, optical, electromagnetic, or similar capabilities." 11 An "electronic record" is "a contract or other record created, generated, sent, communicated, received, or stored by electronic means." 12 An "electronic signature" is "an electronic sound, symbol, or process, attached to or logically associated with a contract or other record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record." 14 The New York Act provides, relevant to the Statute of Frauds issue involved in this instance:
The use of an electronic signature as defined in ESRA shall have the same validity and effect as the use of a signature affixed by hand. 15 An "electronic signature" is "an electronic sound, symbol, or process, attached to or logically associated with an electronic record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record." 16 Although roughly contemporaneous with the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (the "Uniform Act"), 17 the New York Act is considerably narrower than the Uniform Act, which New York has not adopted. Section 7(c) and (d) of the Uniform Act provides:
(c) If a law requires a record to be in writing, an electronic record satisfies the law. (d) If a law requires a signature, an electronic signature satisfies the law.
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The express purpose of these subsections is to "provide the positive assertion that electronic records and signatures satisfy legal requirements for writings and signatures."
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The following illustrations to § 7 of the Uniform Act make clear that e-mails can constitute sufficient records and signatures to satisfy the Statute of Frauds, so long as the e-mails otherwise satisfy the requirements of an enforceable contract or contract modification:
Illustration 1: A sends the following e-mail to B: "I hereby offer to buy widgets from you, delivery next Tuesday. /s/ A." B responds with the following e-mail: "I accept your offer to buy widgets for delivery next Tuesday. /s/ B." The e-mails may not be denied effect solely because they are electronic. In addition, the e-mails do qualify as records under the Statute of Frauds. However, because there is no quantity stated in either record, the parties' agreement would be unenforceable under existing UCC Section 2-201(1).
Illustration 2:
A sends the following e-mail to B: "I hereby offer to buy 100 widgets for $1,000, delivery next Tuesday. /s/ A." B responds with the following e-mail: "I accept your offer to purchase 100 widgets for $1000, delivery next Tuesday. /s/ B." In this case the analysis is the same as in Illustration 1 except that here the records otherwise satisfy the requirements of UCC Section 2-201(1). The transaction may not be denied legal effect solely because there is not a pen and ink "writing" or "signature."
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With regard to the critical issue for the Statute of Frauds or what constitutes a "signature," E-SIGN, the New York Act, and the Uniform Act all focus on the person's use of a symbol that is attached to or logically associated with a record with the intent to sign the record. 21 Although there is little or no elaboration for this requirement in E-SIGN or the New York Act, the Uniform Act clearly indicates that, while the issue of whether any particular record was intended to be "signed" is a question of fact; 22 an electronic record and signature are both attributable to a person who simply types his name as part of an e-mail that otherwise satisfies the requirements of an enforceable contract or contract modification. 23 The courts that have considered the question have generally concluded that e-mails may satisfy the writing and signature requirements of the Statute of Frauds, even as to those transactions that are not covered by E-SIGN either because they are not in or affecting interstate commerce or because they occurred before E-SIGN took effect in 2000. 24 Notably, Judge Posner's opinion in the Hasbro case dealt specifically with the enforceability of contract modifications made through e-mail communications. Thus, the Statute of Frauds should not pose a bar to the enforceability of a contract or contract modification made through e-mail communications, so long as the contents of the e-mails satisfy the other requirements imposed by law in addition to writings and signatures. 25 
